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Human activity recognition (HAR) with daily activities have become leading 
problems in human physical analysis. HAR with wide application in several 
areas of human physical analysis were increased along with several machine 
learning methods. This topic such as fall detection, medical rehabilitation or 
other smart appliance in physical analysis application has increase degree of 
life. Smart wearable devices with inertial sensor accelerometer and gyroscope 
were popular sensor for physical analysis. The previous research used this 
sensor with a various position in the human body part. Activities can classify in 
three class, static activity (SA), transition activity (TA), and dynamic activity 
(DA). Activity from complexity in activities can be separated in low and high 
complexity based on daily activity. Daily activity pattern has the same shape 
and patterns with gathering sensor. Dataset used in this paper have acquired 
from 30 volunteers.  Seven basic machine learning algorithm Logistic 
Regression, Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Gradient 
Boosted and K-Nearest Neighbor. Confusion activities were solved with a 
simple linear method. The purposed method Logistic Regression achieves 
98% accuracy same as SVM with linear kernel, with same result 
hyperparameter tuning for both methods have the same accuracy. LR and SVC 
its better used in SA and DA without TA in each recognizing. 
  
1. Introduction 
Human activity recognition (HAR) aiming to identify the actions given by body pattern with a set of observation in 
several sequence activity. Nowadays, HAR has a field of topic study that increased several interests in many areas. 
Due to its wide application in human activities behavior, living assistance, home applied, security, pedestrian tracking, 
medical, rehabilitation, elderly and disability and wider to smart cities and transportation topics. From several topics in 
HAR, the most important research topic in this area within activity detection due to its implementation in human computer 
interaction (HCI), medical, rehabilitation, and another implementation area [1]. Previous research on the medical and 
rehabilitation topic was increased significantly. HAR has improved health status for diabetic patient, elderly monitoring, 
non-communicable disease (NCD), calories [2][3] and fall detection [4], human behavior [5]. HAR requires a robust 
technique. HAR must be detected simple and complex activity especially that can be used to detect under free daily 
motion, for example, recognition of fall detection, especially in elderly fall detection. Fall injuries caused an inability to 
live independently in a broader impact lead life-threatening [6].  
HAR has improved life quality like an obese sufferer. Obesity is a non communicable disease (NCD) that’s mean 
that not contagious is a preventable disease. Obesity has several factors, including education, behavior change, 
personality [7]. Poor diet, less movement, an increase of weight and body mass index (BMI) as an aspect that causes 
premature physical deterioration and cognitive decline [8][9][10]. Lifestyle changes and awareness of it are necessary, 
activity recognition as a technology for monitoring and improvement can suggest any information may be needed for it.   
Detecting HAR accurately and in real time is a challenging problem for several reasons [1]. The rapid 
development of machine learning also increases in HAR field. There are several methods to perform activity recognition: 
using multimedia (video), wearable devices (smart phone, smart watch) and ambient sensing [1][11]. Several 
approaches were recognizing activities from one [12][13][14][15][16] or more sensor [10][17][18] placement at the 
human body. Another approach based on vision was used in previous research but with some limitations, such an 
environmental restriction [14]. The camera amount used as the sensor was created a dimension of image as data. In 
other, placement sensors as wearable devices have more reliable to measure an evaluation based on pattern activities.  
HAR with wearable devices provide data from the movement of body, temperature, heart rate. Popular sensor 
where was used several authors used the accelerometer and gyroscope (inertial sensor). Single or combine that sensor 
make several opportunities for research. Both accelerometer and gyroscope have three axial axes it presents several 
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combinations both them. The main areas to find less complexity especially as an embedded system or applied as the 
mobile application. HAR with a wearable-based system including smart phone is that the activity detection can be 
personalized for specific person [19] and for specific body pattern. However, the accuracy of inertial sensors based on 
accurate signal processing recognizing pattern activities was becoming problems in the HAR field.  
Previous research recognizing several activities from a different kind of sensor, except camera and 
accelerometer, gyroscope sensor other author used electromyograph, audio infrared and another sensor [6]. 
Accelerometer-based has several advantages, small, low computation, less expensive. With a small dimension as 
wearable devices or embedded in a smartphone, an accelerometer can use in the human body. The different position 
such as arm, waist, head, shoulder, pocket [20].  
Popular public HAR dataset in UCI machine learning was used in several previous research [16]. This dataset 
was popular caused has three labeling, static activity (SA), dynamic activity (DA) and transitional postural activity (TA) 
very rarely a dataset that provides three labels at a time. Characteristic of this dataset each subject has sequence 
activities with a configuration of these three labels. However, this raises new problems solving confusing activities. In 
this paper, we purposed a simple linear method to solve confusing activities in efficient human activity recognition. 
Section of this paper is organized as follows: Research Methods, provide information how this work was done, 
Data characteristic from HAR public datasets describe in Selection of data sets in Section 3, experimental result, model 
selection, testing models and at the last we will discuss and compare from previous research at end of this section. The 
conclusion is given in section 4. 
 
2. Research Method 
2.1 Human Activities 
Human activities such as walking, running, standing, laying can be defined as a set of action preformed by a user 
in a set of time on the environment [21]. Each activity can categorize by the complexity level in each recognition process. 
There are two categorized that several authors used simple or low-level categorized and complex or high-level 
complexity [22]. In low-level activities, for example, we can show walking, running, standing, sitting in these criteria and 
for high-level complexity driving, talking, working, shopping in this example. 
Human activities recognition especially those that use sensors as data retrieval an instance of activity defined by 
the sequence of the sensor. Each activity has a sequence activity based on body pattern that sensor placement. In a 
set of activity that sequence of static activity to dynamic activity with a transitional position in each of both. For 
mathematic modeling, if we initialing sequence of activity with 𝐴 = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, … , 𝑎𝑛} where 𝑎𝑛 = {𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑒3, … , 𝑒𝑛} with 
𝑒𝑛 = (𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟, 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙) in this experiment we used triaxial accelerometer and three axial gyroscopes so we can 





Figure 1. Purpose Method 
 
In this paper Figure 1, we purposed linear method to solve confusing activities in public HAR dataset. In this 
public dataset has 563 features that are include subject and activities label in each row of data. We used all of the 
features without feature reduction and selection. Feature from HAR data set was labeling with label encoder and 
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transform to each row in data. We used several machine learning for comparation with the linear method was purposed 
in this paper. For each machine learning training the data up to three times. The best parameter in each training was 
used to predicting activities in testing data. For comparing with each machine learning method, we used accuracy and 
confusion matrix and with previous research we used accuracy. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
In this section, we present the experimental result obtained in activity detection based on a public dataset. The 
performance was measured from accuracy and confusion matrix from several machine learning method. We first 
introduce training and dataset before we compare and analyze the recognition accuracy of several classifiers. In this 
paper, we verify the performance of the novel approach we purposed to improve LR with parameter tuning. 
  
3.1 Training and testing phase 
To evaluate classifier performance we used public UCI HAR dataset UCI HAR dataset [23] which is a renewal of 
the previous dataset [16]. Smartphone based dataset gathering from inertial sensor accelerometer and gyroscope. Six 
basic activities while carrying a smartphone attached to 30 participants belts. The datasets collected triaxial 
accelerometer and gyroscope with a constant rate of 50hz. Six basic activity based on tree static activity (SA) sitting, 
standing and laying, tree dynamic activity (DA) walking, walking up stairs, walking down stairs and six transition activity 
(TA) stand-to-sit, sit-to-stand, sit-to-lie, lie-to-sit, stand-to-lie, lie-to-stand. Every activity based on this tree phase 
sequent.  
Label encoder and data transform were used in this paper, its significant increasing accuracy in each machine 
learning method. Data that was transformed in previous steps are used to train to get the best parameter in training 
steps. We used three training steps to get the best parameter in each machine learning as shown in Table 2, Table 3, 
Table 4, and  Table 5. In both training and testing, we didn’t use any feature selection or reduction. From 563 features 
in data set we just separated Subject and Activity. 
 
3.2 Dataset Characteristic 
Data from pubic HAR Dataset has 563 features, which has characteristic in postural transition label in each 
activity, the dataset was separated into data train and data set. Distribution of this dataset as shown in Table 1. Activity 
Data Distribution has configuration 70% data train which totals 7767 data and 30% data set 3162 data, there are no null 
data. This data set was gathering with the smartphone in a single position. The smartphone was located on the user’s 
waist using a belt provided with a case [24]. With 30 subjects, they perform a series of movements that have been 
determined.  
 
Table 1. Activity Data Distribution 
Activity Type Activity Train Data Testing Data 
Static Activity 
Standing 1423 556 
Laying 1413 545 
Sitting 1293 508 
Dynamic Activity 
Walking 1226 496 
Walking Upstairs 1073 471 
Walking Downstairs 987 420 
Transition Activity 
Stand To Lie 90 49 
Sit To Lie 75 32 
Lie To Sit 60 27 
Lie To Stand 57 25 
Stand To Sit 47 23 
Sit To Stand 23 10 
 
Based on Ortiz et al [24] in each raw sensor signal from the accelerometer (𝑎𝑟(𝑡)) and gyroscope (𝜔𝑟(𝑡)) was 
preprocessed with series of filter for conditioning. The used thir-order median filter and third-order low-pass Butterworth 
filter for noise reduction. Frequency cut in 20Hz, based on human body spectrum in 0-15Hz. Data labels were defined 
between the end and the start consecutive static posture activity [23]. Each activity in this dataset start with SA then TA 
and at the end with DA this change activity sequence with scanned procedures. Data set from the experimental that 
was done by Ortiz et. al. [16] has relevant information regarding the activity groups. TA has 8% of the total data sets. 
However, TA has a limited duration which has 3.73 s ± 1.2 s [23] every average duration in TA has slightly different. 
And now how to reduce the dimension of this data set and we will determinate data sets distribution. In this paper, we 
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used t-SNE which is a technique for dimensionality reduction that is suited to the visualization of high-dimensional data 
sets. We used TSNE in Sklearn method with 1000 iteration and perplexities 5, 30, 50, and 100.  
 
Figure 2. Data Dimensional Reduction 
 
Figure 2 (Left) shown that at first iteration with perplexity=5 data slightly different with perplexity=100 in Figure 2 
(Right). Both of them we can see that the digits are very clearly clustered in their own sub groups. If we would now use 
a clustering algorithm to pick out the separate clusters, we could probably quite accurately assign new points to a label. 
It is quite difficult to distinguish between sitting and standing even by increasing accuracy or perplexity. 
 
3.3 Machine Learning Comparation 
In this paper, we comparing several machine learning methods which have been widely used by several authors. 
For this paper, we used Logistic regression (LR), Support vector classification (SVC), Support vector machine (SVM) 
Decision tree (DT), Random forest (RF), Gradient boosting classifier (GB), and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN). We will be 
comparing several methods with four steps, at first step we used SA, TA, and DA as shown in Table 2. ML Comparation 
of SA, TA, and DA. For every step, we used three phase training before used this model for predicting test data. SA, 
TA, and DA have sequent activity for each step. Predicting activity that used these three kinds of activity its more 
powerful to show this sequencing activity. However, for training and predicting time shown that it needs more times. 
With total up to six minutes for total training phase in all method. Accuracy from several methods shown that LR and 
SVC has a stable for training and accuracy.  
 
Table 2. ML Comparation of SA, TA, and DA 
Method 
Training Phase Predicting Phase 
Time Accuracy Average Accuracy Time Accuracy 
LR 0:00:15.318700 0.97182555 0.97297297 0.97331787 0.972705463 0:00:00.009013 0.945287793 
SVC 0:00:07.128817 0.9714396 0.97181467 0.97447796 0.97257741 0:00:00.008625 0.948134092 
SVM 0:00:13.573758 0.91084523 0.91891892 0.91763341 0.915799188 0:00:10.768324 0.918089817 
DT 0:00:06.815242 0.90968738 0.90772201 0.91376643 0.910391941 0:00:00.005043 0.80740038 
RF 0:00:01.541489 0.944423 0.94980695 0.94586234 0.946697429 0:00:00.012510 0.891208096 
GB 0:05:51.122746 0.9729834 0.96949807 0.9671307 0.969870726 0:00:00.090762 0.919354839 
KNN 0:00:00.258442 0.94635276 0.95135135 0.94895592 0.948886676 0:00:24.044030 0.884882985 
 
Second steps, at this step we just used SA and DA label activity that’s mean that we don't use all transition 
activities here. Even so, it's about differentiating static and dynamic activity that may we know that it is not possible to 
leave transition activity. Accuracy at this step increases compared to the previous stage, as shown in Table 3. ML 
Comparation of SA and DA for the training phase both LR and SVC reach 98% accuracy. Likewise, when the prediction 
gets an accuracy of 96%, it showed a satisfactory number even though it was 2% lower than during the training. 
Eliminating TA features increases accuracy and is faster than when we add TA features. Almost all methods produce 
pretty good accuracy, lowest accuracy at 85% for DT method. 
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In the second steps we have got very good results but it is not fair if we do not compare when using the TA 
feature with all activities for both static and dynamic. Table 4. ML Comparation of SA and TA and Table 5. ML Comparation 
of TA and DA has shown that we used TA for every activity but not used between activities as in the Table 2. ML 
Comparation of SA, TA, and DA. As was expected, the use of TA in each activity is no better than eliminating the feature. 
The highest accuracy when we used TA for SA in 93%. However, some methods have decreased accuracies like an 
SVM and KNN. Likewise, when using TA combining with DA, the accuracy just 94% almost the same when we used 
SA, TA, and DA together.   
 
Table 3. ML Comparation of SA and DA 
Method 
Training Phase Predicting Phase 
Time Accuracy Average Accuracy Time Accuracy 
LR 0:00:06.004940 0.98450245 0.98613377 0.98406863 0.984901614 0:00:00.006862 0.961995249 
SVC 0:00:04.015053 0.98531811 0.98776509 0.98570261 0.986261937 0:00:00.006679 0.967424499 
SVM 0:00:08.494343 0.93597064 0.93923328 0.94444444 0.939882787 0:00:07.162801 0.940278249 
DT 0:00:04.158879 0.93066884 0.94575856 0.93341503 0.936614146 0:00:00.004767 0.857482185 
RF 0:00:01.053258 0.96247961 0.9771615 0.96732026 0.968987124 0:00:00.009387 0.910078045 
GB 0:02:40.987060 0.98613377 0.98450245 0.98978758 0.986807932 0:00:00.049372 0.939260265 
KNN 0:00:00.232984 0.97063622 0.95799347 0.95996732 0.96286567 0:00:16.808892 0.90023753 
 
Table 4. ML Comparation of SA and TA 
Method Training Time Accuracy Average Accuracy Predicting Time Accuracy 
LR 0:00:04.983604 0.95585284 0.95850067 0.95911528 0.957822931 0:00:00.005281 0.933521127 
SVC 0:00:04.005604 0.95518395 0.95917001 0.96179625 0.958716736 0:00:00.013149 0.927323944 
SVM 0:00:06.065940 0.8729097 0.8875502 0.88538874 0.881949547 0:00:03.294605 0.898591549 
DT 0:00:02.258312 0.90434783 0.92034806 0.92091153 0.915202471 0:00:00.003311 0.857464789 
RF 0:00:00.671379 0.93444816 0.94846051 0.94168901 0.941532559 0:00:00.006481 0.903661972 
GB 0:02:05.953370 0.95852843 0.95515395 0.95844504 0.957375806 0:00:00.031060 0.910985915 
KNN 0:00:00.114955 0.92240803 0.91700134 0.92359249 0.92100062 0:00:08.556981 0.885633803 
 
Table 5. ML Comparation of TA and DA 
Method Training Time Accuracy Average Accuracy Predicting Time Accuracy 
LR 0:00:02.788252 0.98105437 0.98023064 0.97768595 0.979656986 0:00:00.004489 0.942691565 
SVC 0:00:02.217087 0.98270181 0.98270181 0.98347107 0.982958233 0:00:00.004117 0.949130715 
SVM 0:00:03.925048 0.92504119 0.92504119 0.92396694 0.924683105 0:00:01.831414 0.90856407 
DT 0:00:02.793941 0.88962109 0.88632619 0.89669421 0.890880499 0:00:00.003351 0.737926594 
RF 0:00:00.613881 0.94645799 0.92668863 0.93719008 0.936778902 0:00:00.007711 0.849967804 
GB 0:02:00.593826 0.96952224 0.96952224 0.96198347 0.967009317 0:00:00.034825 0.891822279 
KNN 0:00:00.075742 0.97116969 0.9645799 0.96694215 0.967563912 0:00:05.099911 0.867353509 
 
From several comparations with any configuration was describe before we have known that LR and SVC have 
stable accuracy for any configuration with or without TA in training or predicting phase. SVC or SVM with the linear 
kernel is a method used for classification problems similar to LR. Before we describe why SVC and LR have stable and 
high accuracy in every testing, first we must show own configuration in every experimental. Data from data set was 
separated manually by an author with configuration 30% testing and 70% training. We were converting all non numeric 
features to numeric features with label encoding. A different number is assigned to each unique value in the feature 
column. A potential issue with this method would be the assumption that the label sizes represent ordinality. It seems 
that label encoding performs much better across the spectrum of different threshold values. However, there are a few 
features in which the label order did not make sense. In logistic regression, we take the output of the linear function and 
squash the value within the range of [0,1] using the sigmoid function (logistic function). The Sigmoid-Function is an S-
shaped curve that can take any real-valued number and map it into a value between the range of 0 and 1, but never 
exactly at those limits. Typically, if the squashed value is greater than a threshold value, we assign it a label 1, else we 
assign it a label 0. From the experiment, we can draw the conclusion that SVC tries to maximize the margin between 
the closest support vectors while LR the posterior class probability. Thus, SVC finds a solution which is as fare as 
possible for the two categories while LR has not this property. LR is more sensitive to outliers than SVC because the 
cost function of LR diverges faster than those of SVC. Having an outlier as shown in Figure 2. Data Dimensional Reduction 
more tolerable with LR. LR produces probabilistic values while SVC produces 1 or 0. So in a few words, LR makes not 
an absolute prediction and it does not assume data is enough to give a final decision. This maybe is good property 
when what we want is an estimation or we do not have high confidence into data. With used LR and SVC, we have 
known that this data set will be linearly separable with a simpler model. 
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3.4 Comparation with previous research 
 Previous research was introducing several machine learning methods to solve human activity recognition based 
on Table 6. Machine Learning Comparation we will be comparing with closer research. 
 
Table 6. Machine Learning Comparation 









SVM [12] 93% 
Stopping, Walking, Standing-







SVM [13] 80% 


















Laying, Standing, Sitting, 
Walking, Walking Upstairs, 
Walking Downstairs, stand-to-
sit, sit-to-stand, stand-to-lie, 
lie-to-stand, sit-to-lie, and lie-
to-sit 













walking, jogging, jumping, and 
go upstairs and go 
downstairs, sitting, standing, 
lying to the left and right side, 






















Treadmill at 1 mph @ 0% 
grade, Treadmill at 2mph @ 
0% grade, Treadmill at 3mph 
@ 0% grade, Treadmill at 
3mph @ 5% grade, Treadmill 
at 4mph @ 0% grade, 
Treadmill at 5mph @ 0% 
grade, Treadmill at 6mph @ 
0% grade, Treadmill at 6mph 
@ 5% grade, Seated & 
folding/stacking laundry, 
Standing/Fidgeting with hands 
while talking, 1 minute 
brushing teeth + 1 minute 
brushing hair, Driving a car, 
Hard surface walking 
w/sneakers, Hard surface 
walking w/sneakers hand in 
front pocket, Hard surface 
walking w/sneakers while 
carry 8 lb. object, Hard 
surface walking w/sneakers 
holding cell phone, Hard 
surface walking w/sneakers 
holding filled coffee cup, 
Carpet w High heels or dress 
shoes, Grass barefoot, 
Uneven dirt w/sneakers, 
Uphill 5% grade w high heels 
or dress shoes, Downhill 5% 
grade w high heels or dress 
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In this paper we use a linear method such as LR and SVC, we separated in four step activity recognition, the best 
accuracy was reached in SA and DA and for other test has accuracy up to 94% as shown in Table 6. Machine Learning 
Comparation. According to the experiments presented in this paper we comparing several previous kinds of research. 





Laying, Standing, Sitting, 
Walking, Walking Upstairs, 
Walking Downstairs, stand-to-
sit, sit-to-stand, stand-to-lie, 
lie-to-stand, sit-to-lie, and lie-
to-sit 


















ANN [27] 93% 
Walking, Running, Sitting, 













sitting (duration 60 s); 2. 
standing (duration 60 s); 3. 
lying supine (duration 60 s); 4. 
sitting and talking (duration 60 
s); 5. sitting and operating PC 
keyboard (duration 60 s); 6. 
walking (duration 60 s); 7. 
stairs up (duration about 40 
s); participants were asked to 
climb stairs (60 steps) at their 
usual speed in the laboratory 
building; 8. stairs down 
(duration about 40 s); and 9. 
cycling (duration about 40 s); 
participants rode a bicycle 









DT [18] 84% 
Walking, Walking carrying 
items, Sitting & relaxing, 
working on computer, 
standing still, Eating or 
drinking, Watching TV, 
Reading, Running, Bicycling, 
Stretching, Strength-training, 
Scrubbing, Vacuuming, 
folding laundry, lying down & 
relaxing, brushing teeth, 
Climbing stairs, Riding 














standing, sitting, kneeling, 
crawling, walking, lying with 
the face down, lying with the 
face up and lying on one side. 
































Laying, Standing, Sitting, 
Walking, Walking Upstairs, 
Walking Downstairs 
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From this method with two approach model, selection and evaluated model. In this experiment SVM with RBF kernel 
has 91.80% accuracy. In previous research which used SVM as classified, Fuantes et. al. (93%) [12] with the best 
accuracy for stop and walking activities. However, our accuracy is superior when using SVM with a linear kernel (SVC) 
with 94.52% also they used 100 related features such as angle calculation, the acceleration module, increments, and 
averages.  
Fan et. al [14] (98%) which used the same public HAR dataset and used SVM with the unknown kernel, but they 
have more features than as written by Anguita et.al. [16] that have 561 features, in [14] shown that used 585 features. 
However, both [14] or [16] have 98% accuracy they do more complex computing for feature selection and classification 
method and they used two classes, basic activity and transition activity that may more accurate result for recognizing 
static activity like standing and sitting. They also used LR with 97% accuracy slightly lower than the results we got 
98.40% when we used SA and DA. 
Bao et.al. [18] that used decision tree with 84% accuracy used 512 features with more than 20 activity almost the 
same as Kim et.al [25] that have 70% accuracy but, Bao et.al. [18] used two biaxial accelerometers that are mean just 
have X and Y. In another result that more comparable with this experiment was have been by Fan et. al [14] with 98% 
but with more 20 features than we used that recorded 93.44% with just 561 features. Although the results obtained not 
directly comparable with some previous studies. The purposed linear method has achieved efficient recognition and 
can be compared with several methods of deep learning including DCNN and FRDCNN that has 94.18% and 95.27 
accuracies [15] it is slightly lower than the results we got 98.40% with logistic regression or from another result from 
Euclidean distance with 95.8% [17] or Pattern recognition neural networks with 99.8% [10]. Figure 3. Comparation 





Figure 3. Comparation Confusion Matrix (a) SA and DA (b) SA, TA, DA 
 
4. Conclusion 
This paper has purposed linear kernel based on human activity recognition model using a single position three 
axis accelerometer and three axis gyroscope data. We have compared and analyzed the performance of several 
algorithms with three criteria data static activity, dynamic activity, and transition activity. In order to further improvement 
in recognition accuracy data shown that it can linearly separable. With simple models like LR and SVC, we can reach 
an accuracy of up to 96% for both methods. However, transition activity may ambiguous data and it is shown that if we 
used transition activity in every activity both static and dynamic activity its accuracy will decrease. For future works, 
verify robustness of data and comparable with deep learning might reduce the features. In this paper, we used 561 
features from  
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